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Alasdair was born and raised in Ayrshire, Scotland and in 2003 joined the Royal Navy, completing initial training at BRNC
Dartmouth. Throughout his career he has held a variety of appointments including service onboard HMS MANCHESTER,
several SANDOWN class Mine Counter Measures Vessels and HMAS Gascoyne; staff appointments with the Mine Warfare
Battle Staff and NCHQ; and charge of Fleet Diving Unit 3; supporting Royal Navy exercise and operational activity on every
continent baring Antarctica.
On completion of Initial Officer training Alasdair commenced his first appointment as Officer of the Watch in HMS
MANCHESTER in 2006. This proved to be a most fulfilling appointment with the highlight being an operational tour to the
Gulf region in support of OP TELIC, imbedded with the USN Harry S Truman Carrier Strike Group. In 2008 he specialized as
a Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer and attended the LMCDO course at the Defence Diving School, Portsmouth.
On completion of training he was posted to MCM1 as the Operations Officer for Crew 5 serving in HM Ships SHOREHAM
and GRIMSBY. During the course of this appointment he conducted further operations in the Gulf region in support of OP
KIPION. For his Executive Officer appointment Alasdair was fortunate to be selected of an exchange posting with the
Royal Australian Navy where he served on HMAS Gascoyne. Nominally based in Sydney the posting included operations
around Australia, New Zealand and the South West Pacific Region.
On returning to the UK he expanded on his Mine Counter Measures (MCM) experience as the Operations Officer to the
Mine Warfare Battle Staff, including an Operational deployment in support of OP KIPION during which time he was
instrumental in the planning and deployment of a combined US and UK mission to ensure the freedom of navigation
through the Bab El Mandeb at the height of the Yemen conflict. In 2016, Alasdair was selected as the Officer in Charge of
Fleet Diving Unit 3, once again focusing on operational MCM output in support of OP KIPION, this proved to be an
appointment with too many highlights to single one out for mention. Prior to selection for Command, Alasdair continued
to broaden his experience base with a staff role supporting both Diving and EOD capability delivery, and Diving Safety
within Ships Division in Navy Command HQ.
Outside of the Royal Navy, Alasdair has converted to life in the south east and lives with his wife, family and Great Dane
(Winston) in Hampshire.
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